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Gift of Thomas M. Goldstein, Haverford College class of 1988. Accession #5363

This collection is the result of Goldstein’s work as a student at Haverford College toward an independent study paper on the Vietnam War protest at the college.

The papers include: audiotapes of interviews with Haverford students, faculty and staff; a survey of 1960s and 1970s Haverford students on their attitudes toward the Vietnam War and an analysis of the results of the survey; information relating to the college-wide trip to Congress in 1970; letters to Thomas Goldstein from a number of student activists; interviews with Russell Stetler and others; Thomas Goldstein’s independent study paper on the factors which created the anti-Vietnam protest movement at Haverford College and other, related articles; resource materials, especially articles from the college newspaper, Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News.

Box 1:

- 11 audiotapes of interviews with students, faculty and staff, including: Stephen Cary, William Davidon, Harvey Glickman, Peter Goldberger, Thomas Gowen, Roger Lane, Ariel Loewy, Robert Mortimer, Charles Perry, Robert Schwartz and George Stavis.

- Set of cards on which Goldstein kept notes

- Published materials (3 items)

Box 2:
(The following are descriptions of individual folders)


- Copies of other newspaper articles, ca. 1960s, on peace issues

Box 3:

- 1987 survey of 1960s & 1970s Haverford College students on attitudes toward the Vietnam War, responses and results of the survey

- Materials relating to the college-wide trip to Congress in 1970 to protest the war

Box 4:
- 119-page independent study paper by Thomas Goldstein on the factors which created the anti-Vietnam protest movement at Haverford College, including information on Russell Stetler and other Haverford student activists

- Draft sections of the paper and a progress report

- 18-page article on the activist movement at Haverford College and notebook

- "Friends and Enemies of Vietnam": typescript of chapter 33 of a book in progress by Davidson et al

**Box 5:**

- Letters primarily to Thomas Goldstein from:
  - Aucott, Mike, 1987
  - Cross, David, 1987
  - Board of Education, Philadelphia, 1988
  - Davidson, James, 1988
  - Dinson, John, 1987
  - Hemmendinger, Ross, 1987
  - Mattick, Paul, 1987
  - Millstone, David, 1987
  - Nixon, Forrest, 1987
  - Stetler, Russell, 1987

  Also one letter from Stephen G. Cary to *Haverford News*, 1967 and 2 from Goldstein to Haverford President Coleman and Haverford Student Council president, Thomas Gowen, 1987

- Thomas Goldstein interview with Haverford College student activist, Russell Stetler, 1988; interviews of “Chautauqua” with Haverford professors

- Thomas Goldstein notes from interviews with various Haverford constituent members

- Information regarding the draft, including a 1970 *Haverford Resist* newsletter and bibliographies

- Vietnam: materials by and from Haverford professor Holland Hunter

- Vietnam: materials relating to the issue of war taxes